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Summary of Proposal Ideas

An evolved form of motorcycles, a major means of transportation in 

Thailand. Automatic driving enables smooth travel that avoids traffic jams, 

and It can also promote daily health management and community building.

The development of mobility devices that create future lifestyles and

The concept of a wellness smart city through the operation of the acquired 

data.

Consistency with theme

The implementation of the proposed idea will contribute to reducing traffic 

congestion and attracting active tourism in the Ban Su area, as well as to the health 

care of users.

Aligns with Bang Sue Smart City's vision of City Management and Different Lifestyle 

Experience.

The concept is to develop a "different lifestyle" that will attract many people to visit 

by shifting from their existing lifestyles without any difficulty.

Data Listing Data

Data that will need to be acquired in the future

Data that can be obtained by the proposed idea

ID：1-2～5,9～21,26,27

ID：2-1～5,7,10～13

ID：3-1～5,10～15,20～24,27～29,34,38,42,46,47,53～57,62,63,69～91

・Personal mobile health care data (mobile linkage)

・Real-time traffic information linked to mobile GPS function

・Real-time human flow data with purpose information on a city scale

・Personal preference data

Mobility Healthcare Sightseeing Environment
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Health Checker Seat

Simply sit in the saddle and 
grip the handlebars to check 
your health for the day.

Automatic EV Engine

EV engine with automatic driving 
technology. Even tourists can select 
the best route.

Inorganic EL Transmissive Display
Various information is projected according to 
personal mobile search data, such as routes to 
destinations, time required, transit, healthcare 
information, and sightseeing information. The 
use of inorganic EL, which is resistant to shock 
and vibration, is not only cost-effective but 
also environmentally friendly.

Solar Charging EV Battery

Battery recharging by 

the sun, nature's gift.

Drive Chains

Automatic Sensors
Automatic detection by a 
camera sensor alerts the 
driver to approaching 
obstacles, and the driver 
avoids them.

Disc brakes

Ultracompact PC

Compact PC for information 
processing of contents to be 
projected on a monitor

Automatic Sensors
Automatic detection by a camera sensor alerts the 
driver to approaching obstacles, and the driver 
avoids them.

Environmentally 
Friendly Tires

Environmentally 
Friendly Tires

①Transfers between different mobilities

The shortest and best transfer guide that 
combines different mobility options such as 
walking, train, bus, cab, and shared bicycles, 
depending on the purpose of the trip.

②Health check by body composition analyzer

Health management and improvement 
tools linked to personal mobile apps.

③Destination arrangements based on 
acquired data

Destination setting by retrieving search 
history and preference data.

Function
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Possibility of development

First, the system will be operated on a trial basis in and around Bang Sue Central Station only, with a 

sightseeing function. After that, feedback will be provided during the operation, and the model will be 

changed and deployed throughout the city to acquire behavioral data. In addition to physical health 

information, the system analyzes personal interests and preferences through information on mobility 

destinations, stopover points, and personal device search history. By identifying frequently visited areas 

and analyzing the types of people who gather there, the desired urban functions of those areas can be 

identified. Town management will be conducted accordingly, and it is expected that the world's first 

community-oriented wellness smart city will be built, where roles are shared within the city and the 

cutting edge is achieved without overworking the city.

While working as a commercial consultant, the applicant has experience in the construction of a 

qualitative evaluation and judgment system using deep learning to quantitatively analyze architectural 

facade elements, and in the construction of a system to evaluate the potential for private use of parks as 

a study of area management methods in urban parks.

Health Information and 
Grab Linkage

Suggests and arranges for 
necessary meals, etc., based 
on health status, and sets up a 
driving route to pick up the 
food at the store after the final 
destination.

City Tourism Cooperation

Deployment as a city 
sightseeing mobility. Various 
proposed routes can be 
explored without getting lost 
with guidance from helmets.

Ease traffic congestion

Smooth transfers between 
different mobiles, and the 
mobiles themselves can be 
portable models to help 
alleviate traffic congestion.

Creation of community bases

Creating community hubs and 
fostering civic pride by 
introducing necessary functions 
in areas where accumulated 
data has been analyzed.

Phase01

Phase02

Pilot operation at Bang Sue Ground Station in the form of 

functionality added to existing mobility.

The model has evolved into a model with improved lifestyle 

convenience, such as a portable function, and acquires 

detailed personal lifestyle data.

Phase03
Develop area management using the acquired data. Become 

a model city for smart cities that adapt to daily life.
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